ABSTRACT

Traditional application integration technologies are performed in a rigid and slow process that usually takes a long time to build and deploy, requiring professional developers and domain experts. They are server-centric and thus do not fully utilize the computing power and storage capability of client systems. Cloud computing is a new infrastructure deployment environment that delivers on the promise of supporting on-demand services like computation, software and data access in a flexible manner by scheduling bandwidth, storage and compute resources on the fly without required end-user knowledge of physical location and system configuration that delivers the service.

This paper presents the architecture and the organization of a Mashup Container that supports the deployment and the execution of Event Driven Mashups i.e., Composite Services in which the Services interact through events rather than through the classical Call-Response paradigm, following the Platform as a Service (PaaS) model, i.e., the deployment of customer-created applications in cloud platform. In collaboration with PaaS, Virtualization provides an opportunity for extension of independent virtual resources based on available physical systems. In addition, it can provide significant benefits in data centers, such as dynamic resource configuration, live virtual machine migration. Services are deployed in virtual machines (VMs) and resource utilization can be greatly improved. This paper highlights the results of virtualization of mashup container through its supporting scalability and fault tolerance in cloud computing environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The face of the Internet is continually changing, as new services and novel applications appear and become globally noteworthy at an increasing pace. Nowadays the locus of computation is changing, with functions migrating to remote data centers via Internet based communication. Computing and communication are being blended into new ways of using networked computing systems. Next generation networks and service infrastructures should overcome the scalability, flexibility, resilience and security bottlenecks of current network and service architectures, in order to provide a large variety of services and opportunities, adoptable by business models capable of dynamic and seamless utilization of IT resources based on user-demand across a multiplicity of devices, networks, providers, service domains and social and business processes [1].

Envisioning the computing utility based on the service provisioning model, where resources are readily available on demand, has led to contemporary computing paradigms that have emerged in the last decade, exploiting technological advances in networked computing environments e.g. GRID computing, peer to peer computing and more recently cloud computing [2]. Figure- 1 shows the result as Cloud Computing from Evolution process of various computing technologies. According to the NIST definition [3], “Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction”. Cloud Computing is virtualized compute power and storage delivered via platform-agnostic infrastructures of abstracted hardware and software accessed over the Internet. These shared, on-demand IT resources, are created and disposed of efficiently, are dynamically scalable through a variety of programmatic interfaces and are billed variably based on measurable usage. In a traditional hosted environment, resources are allocated based on peak load requirements. In cloud computing they can be dynamically allocated.

Virtualization, in computing, is the creation of a virtual (rather than actual) version of something, such as a hardware platform, operating system, a storage device or network resources. Virtualization technologies promise great opportunities for reducing energy and hardware costs through server consolidation. Moreover, virtualization can optimize...
resource sharing among applications hosted in different virtual machines to better meet their resource needs. As a result more and more computing can be conducted in shared resource pools that act as private and public clouds.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the Cloud Computing Architecture with its Service Models. Section III formally introduces Virtualization technique and its system architecture. Section IV presents the details about Mashup container, its requirements and management in a cloud computing environment. Section V presents virtualization model characteristics for the mashup container and its proposed results in graphical manner. Section VI demonstrates whether the system should be virtualized or not. Finally, section VII concludes the paper with some future research enhancement.

2. CLOUD ARCHITECTURE
Cloud computing is a style of computing where massively scalable IT-related capabilities are provided “as a service” across the internet to multiple external customers [4]. This term effectively reflects the different facets of the Cloud Computing paradigm which can be found at different infrastructure levels. From Figure-2, it is possible to identify three Cloud Service Models, namely IaaS, PaaS and SaaS.

2.1 Infrastructure as a Service
IaaS is what the user should opt from virtual computers, cloud storage, network infrastructure components such as firewalls and configuration services. Usage fees are calculated per CPU hour, data GB stored per hour, network bandwidth consumed, network infrastructure used per hour, value added services used, e.g., monitoring, auto-scaling etc. The most popular facebook games, Farmville [5] and Mafia Wars, has more than 230 million monthly users run more than 12000 servers on Amazon AWS. When they launch a new game, they start with a few servers and then ramp up their capacity in real time.

2.2 Platform as a Service
PaaS offerings facilitate deployment of applications without the cost and complexity of buying and managing the underlying hardware and software and provisioning hosting capabilities, providing all of the facilities required to support the complete life-cycle of building and delivering web applications and services entirely available from the Internet [6].

2.3 Software as a Service
In SaaS (Software as a Service), the consumer is free of any worries and hassles related to the service. The Service Provider has very high administrative control on the application and is responsible for update, deployment,
VIRTUALIZATION
The workloads of services usually vary with time, while traditional resource allocation is only done statically. Thus, execution environments are often forced to be overprovisioned based on anticipated peak demands, inevitably resulting in substantial wasted resources besides additional consumed power. The average resource utilization is typically below 15%-20% [9]. Virtualizing a computing system's physical resources to achieve improved sharing and utilization has been well established for decades [10]. Classic benefits of virtualization include improved utilization, manageability, and reliability of mainframe systems [11].

Using virtual infrastructure solutions enterprise IT managers can address challenges that include [12]:

- Server Consolidation and Containment – Eliminating ‘server sprawl’ via deployment of systems as virtual machines (VMs) that can run safely and move transparently across shared hardware, and increase server utilization rates from 5-15% to 60-80%.
- Test and Development Optimization – Rapidly provisioning test and development servers by reusing pre-configured systems, enhancing developer collaboration and standardizing development environments.
- Business Continuity – Reducing the cost and complexity of business continuity (high availability and disaster recovery solutions) by encapsulating entire systems into single files that can be replicated and restored on any target server, thus minimizing downtime.
- Enterprise Desktop – Securing unmanaged PCs, workstations and laptops without compromising end user autonomy by layering a security policy in software around desktop virtual machines.

Figure-4 presents the Virtualization System Architecture. System architecture clearly shows that Virtualization allows multiple OSes to share a single physical interface, to maximize the utilization of computer system resources, such as I/O devices. A virtual machine is a tightly isolated software container that can run its own operating systems and applications as if it were a physical computer. A virtual machine behaves exactly like a physical computer and contains its own virtual CPU, RAM hard disk and network interface card (NIC). An operating system can't tell the difference between a virtual machine and a physical machine, nor can applications or other computers on a network. Even the virtual machine thinks it is a "real" computer. Nevertheless, a virtual machine is composed entirely of software and contains no hardware components whatsoever. As a result, virtual machines offer a number of distinct advantages over physical hardware. An additional software layer, named Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor [13], is introduced to provide the illusion of Virtual Machines (VMs), on top of which each OS assumes owning resources exclusively.

There are mainly two approaches to enable virtualization: Full virtualization and para-virtualization.

3.1 Full virtualization
Full virtualization is designed to provide total abstraction of the underlying physical system and creates a complete virtual system in which the guest operating systems can execute. No modification is required in the guest OS or application; the guest OS or application is not aware of the virtualized environment so they have the capability to execute on the VM just as they would on a physical system using hardware support like Intel Virtualization Technology [14]. This approach can be advantageous because it enables complete decoupling of the software from the hardware. As a result, full virtualization can streamline the migration of applications and workloads between different physical systems. Full virtualization also helps provide complete isolation of different applications, which helps make this approach highly secure. However, in full virtualization, VM monitor must provide the VM with an image of an entire system, including virtual BIOS, virtual memory space, and virtual devices. The VM monitor also must create and maintain data structures for the virtual components, such as a shadow memory page table. These data structures must be updated for every corresponding access by the VMs. Microsoft Virtual Server and VMware ESX Server software are examples of full virtualization.

3.2 Para-virtualization
Para-virtualization presents each VM with an abstraction of the hardware that is similar but not identical to the underlying physical hardware. Para-virtualization techniques require modifications to the guest operating systems that are running on the VMs [15]. As a result, the guest operating systems are aware that they are executing on a VM—allowing for near-native performance. Para-virtualization has limitations, including several insecurities such as the guest OS cache data, unauthenticated connections, etc.

Xen [9] is an open source VMM which supports both para-virtualization and full virtualization. It runs service OS in a privileged domain and multiple guest OSes in the guest domain.
4. MASHUP CONTAINER

Application integration is a strategic approach to binding many information systems together, at both the service and information levels, supporting their ability to exchange information and leverage processes in real time. Although traditional approaches to application integration vary considerably, it is possible to create some general categories, which include information-oriented, business process integration-oriented, service-oriented and portal oriented application integration [16]. A Mashup is a Composite Service implemented as a composition of Base Services. Though mashups promise a future of lightweight application integration with lower costs and greater harmony between the business and IT, there remain many challenges to be overcome. Mashup abstraction should be able to fully utilize the computing power and storage capability of the client side as well as to avoid attack and keep control over sensitive resource for security [17]. Further, an end user-centric integration platform which implements these abstractions is a fundamental infrastructure for lightweight application integration.

The Mashup and the Cloud Computing worlds are strictly related because very often the services combined to create new Mashups follow the SaaS model and, more in general, rely on Cloud systems. Moreover even the Mashup platforms may rely on Cloud Computing systems as already happens for IBM Mashup Center [18] and JackBe Enterprise Mashup Server [19]. Mashup can be of two types: Data Mashup and Event Driven Mashup. Data Mashups, i.e., those Mashups that combine data extracted by different sources, e.g., Yahoo Pipes! [20]. Event Driven Mashups, i.e., those Mashups in which the basic components - called Services (Svc) from now on - interact through events rather than through the classical Call-Response paradigm. Event Driven Mashups are typically entered through a graphical editing tool which is part of a platform called Service Creation Environment (SCE). The Mashup creator drags and drops blocks corresponding to Svc and draws edges corresponding to the dependencies among them. Examples of Svc are Monitoring Services e.g., Monitor Mail, Monitor RSS Feed, etc., Notification Services e.g., Send SMS, Make Phone Call, etc., Presence Services e.g., GTalk, Location Svc e.g., Yahoo! Fireeagle, Maps Svc e.g., Google Maps, etc.

4.1 Mashup Container Requirements

A Mashup Container must satisfy the following requirements:

• Deployment support, for new Mashup deployment according to the Paas approach.
• Scalability support, for the simultaneous execution of a very large number of Sessions. The number of Mashups available in the Mashup Container and the number of Mashups that are actually in execution at a given time are supposed to be high and growing as new Mashups are continuously deployed/executed in the system.
• Fault Tolerance, to ensure that even if one or more components fail, the running Sessions continue their execution.
• Low latency and high throughput, to effectively support the execution of fine-grain composite service execution. Latency is very important, e.g., when a Mashup contains short lived Telco services.
• Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) support, to allow for a seamless integration of the Mashup with the AAA modules already existing in the owner platform. In particular AAA is very important in Enterprise Mashups (i.e., applications that combine public services available on the Web with enterprise private data / functions such as information stored in a Customer Relationship Management - CRM system [21]).
• Management support, to have the complete control of the platform resources, to control Mashup activation / execution as well as to allow the platform administrator to perform appropriate management actions (e.g., enforcing Service Level Agreement rules).

4.2 Mashup Container Management

The Mashup Container is supposed to provide some mechanisms to support the management of Mashups usage. Security is probably the most important aspect. Security must be intended in the following two ways. The first is related to the protection of the system from external malicious service providers while the second is related to the management of user roles. This second aspect is very important for Enterprise Mashups in which different employees probably have different rights in accessing company data (e.g., a secretary accesses only the employees payment database while the boss will have access to all data). Another important aspect of management lies in the monitoring of the Mashups usage, Svc usage, resource usage, etc. The Mashup Container provides a set of statistics that allow the administrator to have a clear picture of what is happening inside the platform.

The Mashup Container supports the deployment and execution of Event Driven Mashups. New composite Services are developed by means of a graphical tool and deployed in the container to be used by end users. The Mashup Container can be located “in the Cloud” and made available to the user according to the Platform as a Service model. The Mashup developers may deploy Mashups in the provider platform without taking care of low level issues as network support, memory/disk size and CPU performance. In order to achieve this objective, the system takes advantage of the functionalities provided by virtualized environments [14].

5. WORKLOAD CHARACTERISTICS

To evaluate the effectiveness of mashup container in a virtualized model, workload characteristics of various resources are measured. Different resource usage e.g., processor and memory demands, can be measured at a regular interval of time for the analysis of workload characteristics [22]. The proposed virtualization model defines CPU capacity and CPU demand in units of CPU shares. A CPU share denotes one percentage of utilization of a processor with a clock rate of 1 GHz. A scale factor adjusts for the capacity between nodes with different processor speeds or architectures. For example, the nodes with 2.2 GHz CPUs assigned 220 shares. We note that the scaling factors are only approximate. The memory usage is measured in GB.

Figure-5 and 6 summarize the memory and CPU usage for the workloads under study. Figure-5 shows the average and maximum memory usage for each workload. Note, that we order workloads by their average memory usage for presentation purposes. Figure-6 shows the average and maximum CPU usage of corresponding workloads. There are a few interesting observations:
For 80% of the workloads, the memory usage is less than 2 GB. While the maximum and average memory usage are small and very close in absolute terms the peak to mean ratios are still high.

For 10% of the workloads the memory usage is much higher, 10–70 GB; the maximum memory usage can be very large in absolute terms but the peak to mean ratios are less than 3.

There are strong correlations: workloads with a high memory usage (both peak and average) have higher average CPU usage. Fig. 6 shows that the first 30 workloads have high memory usage and higher average CPU usage than the remaining workloads.

Most workloads have very bursty CPU demands: while most of the time these workloads have low CPU usage (80% of the workloads use on average less than 220 CPU shares, which corresponds to one physical CPU) their maximum CPU demand is rather high (42% of the workloads have a peak usage of more than 1000 CPU shares).

The average peak to mean ratio for CPU usage was 66.4, with some workloads having a peak to mean ratio above 1000.

• Most workloads have very bursty CPU demands: while most of the time these workloads have low CPU usage (80% of the workloads use on average less than 220 CPU shares, which corresponds to one physical CPU) their maximum CPU demand is rather high (42% of the workloads have a peak usage of more than 1000 CPU shares).

• The average peak to mean ratio for CPU usage was 66.4, with some workloads having a peak to mean ratio above 1000.

• There are strong correlations: workloads with a high memory usage (both peak and average) have higher average CPU usage. Fig. 6 shows that the first 30 workloads have high memory usage and higher average CPU usage than the remaining workloads.

Most workloads have very bursty CPU demands: while most of the time these workloads have low CPU usage (80% of the workloads use on average less than 220 CPU shares, which corresponds to one physical CPU) their maximum CPU demand is rather high (42% of the workloads have a peak usage of more than 1000 CPU shares).

The average peak to mean ratio for CPU usage was 66.4, with some workloads having a peak to mean ratio above 1000.

6. MERITS OF VIRTUALIZATION
Commercial virtualization technologies offer excellent support for managing shared resource pools. All the workloads are not use resources in the same way in a consolidated environment. It may be that some large workloads cost more to run within a consolidated environment than to run on a dedicated server. Our goal is to design an automated approach that apportions workload cost in the shared virtualized environment to identify such workloads. Other hosting alternatives can be considered for these workloads to ensure that they are “right-virtualized.” The workloads can be hosted directly on dedicated physical machines or using virtualization solutions with lower or no licensing fees. For example, a workload could be less expensively deployed to a server virtualized with Hyper-V [13] or on a server running an open-source virtualization technology such as KVM or Xen [9].

Our approach takes into account the configuration of hosts and the time varying demands of workloads, i.e. resource usage traces of the application over time. The costs-per-host include the host list price, license and maintenance fees for a virtualization solution, and host power usage. The time varying demands of workloads are customer specific. We assume a three year lifetime for the hosts.

In the first phase, a desirable host configuration is chosen for the resource pool. The host has a certain capacity in terms of processing CPU cores and memory. An automated consolidation exercise packs the workloads to a small number of these hosts. The approach takes into account the aggregate time varying (multiple) resource usage of the workloads and a given capacity of the hosts. Multiple host alternatives can be considered iteratively.

In the second phase, we apportion the cost of the shared hosts in the pool among the hosted workloads. If the cost associated with a workload is greater than the cost of a smaller server that could also host the workload, then the workload is a candidate for right-virtualizing. The method can be repeated for different combinations of resource pool host and smaller server host configurations.

In the third phase, we evaluate the average resource usage in the pool to make sure that the selected host configuration for the resource pool is balanced and well utilized. For example, if host memory is often less than 50% utilized we may reduce the memory size for the hosts and repeat the exercise. It is an important exercise that helps a customer to make an informed design choice.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the virtualization technology with virtualized infrastructure architecture and effectiveness of PaaS based Event Driven Mashup container using virtualization with workload characterization by measuring CPU and memory usage in shared resource environments. Based on the graphical analysis of workload performance that impact on resource pool costs and show that these must be taken into account if the true impact of workloads on resource pool costs is to be considered. The customer can compare the design choices and then make an intelligent decision about them. These different design alternatives lead to potential cost savings of nearly 20% by “right-virtualizing” the workloads.

8. FUTURE WORK
The future work includes: planning for resources including mashup containers that are not used all the time and the relationship with pricing models; considering additional dynamism where workloads are migrated at runtime. It would be of interest to develop mappings from one architecture to another, so that our model can be extended to apply to machines with heterogeneous architectures as well.
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